Career: Military Service
How to Join: 10 Steps

Step 1: Find a recruiter
- Be HONEST
- Think the offer through
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Step 2: Get Benefits
- Sign on bonus
- Guaranteed promotion
- School of your choice
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Step 3: Don’t Lie
- Drug use
- Criminal record
- Injury (Air Force)
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Step 4: Prepare for Basic Training

- Daily exercise
- Study (Ex: rank structure)
- Laundry Basket Practice (15 seconds - Socks (6 pairs), underwear (6), pants (3), shirts (3), notepads (2), hygiene gear, books (2), shoes (2).)
- Sitting “Indian Style”
- Swimming (Navy & Marine Corps)
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Step 5: Demonstrate Leadership

- Speed/ no hesitation
- Help fellow recruits
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Step 6: Be Motivated

- Speak confidently
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Step 7: No excuses
- Take responsibility
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Step 8: Teamwork
- practice working with others
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Step 9: Keep your cool
- Many tests are not designed to pass
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Step 10: When in doubt, follow the group
Service Branch: Coast Guard

- Protects America’s waterways and deploys with Navy in war time.
Service Branch: Army

- Oldest branch
- Protects U.S. and its resources
Service Branch: Marine Corps
- First on ground in combat situations
Service Branch: Navy
- Defends the right to travel & trade on world’s oceans.
- Protects interests overseas
Service Branch: Air Force

- Protects U.S. interests at home & abroad with focus on air power.